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INTRODUCTION

Consider the “War of the Tablets”: How do Amazon.com, Apple and Samsung make money on their customer base? Why has Telefonica sold its UK mobile phone subsidiary for €14 bn while acquiring a cable operator in Brazil for €7 bn? Why is it critical for companies from different industries - social media, retail banking, online dating,… - to gather more and more data from their customer base? How is “big data” disrupting some traditional business models?

We will try to answer these and other related questions from a customer management perspective.

To do so, we will analyze concepts like “Customer centricity”, “Customer loyalty”, “Cross-selling”, “customer analytics” or “Customer Lifetime Value”, which are now more relevant than ever, given that competition for “good” customers has increased fiercely.

AIMS

Identify specific marketing actions to manage the customer base… for profits!
- Understand the phases along the customer - company relationship: acquisition, growth & retention
- Calculate the “value” (i.e. profits) that a company can obtain from a customer during that relationship, leveraging on analytic marketing
- Identify actions to increase cross selling and customer loyalty
- Prioritize specific customer segments and increase their profitability by customizing differentiated value propositions for each one of them

METHODOLOGY

Various methodologies will be combined to achieve the abovementioned objectives:
- Case studies, which require extensive previous preparation by students
- Conceptual explanations in class, complemented with various Reading Materials
- Questions & answers with a CRM Director
- Examples based on real life situations
- Analysis of "best practices", referred to how leading international companies from various industries manage their customer base

**EVALUATION**

Based on two criteria: class participation (40%) and a final exam (60%).
It is necessary to pass the written exam in order to pass the subject.
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